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Abstract 

Background 

Maize (Zea Mays L.) is one of the most extensively grown crops in the world. Due to lodging, or plant 

destruction caused by high wind and rain, 5% to 15% of the annual global crop is lost. Developing 

maize hybrids that exhibit high lodging resistance could increase food security and decrease the risk 

of crop loss. A new method of predicting stem lodging resistance is presented in this thesis. 

Results 

A novel rind puncture technique was used to obtain measurements of rind thickness and diameter 

for samples of poison hemlock (Conium maculatum) that were highly correlated with caliper 

measurements and photographic image analysis measurements. Higher sample throughput was 

demonstrated by the novel rind puncture technique than by caliper measurements and image 

analysis techniques. The data generated by the novel puncture method was used to calculate an 

index quantity (the Integrated Puncture Score) that was highly correlated with stem failure load in 

maize. 

Conclusions 

The novel rind puncture technique shows promise as a high throughput method for determining rind 

thickness and diameter.  The technique is an excellent candidate for direct implementation in the 

field. The Integrated Puncture Score shows promise as a breeding metric for producing lodging 

resistant maize hybrids. 
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

This thesis details a series of experiments performed to identify and validate a novel breeding metric 

for maize and other large grains. This novel metric would allow plant scientists and breeders to 

improve the lodging (i.e. stalk breakage due to high wind and heavy rain) resistance of vulnerable 

crops by improving their bending strength. This chapter presents the motivation for the study, 

properties and characteristics of maize plants, and the findings of relevant prior studies. 

1.2 Study motivation 

Maize is a major cereal crop that is grown widely around the world. In the 2018/2019 growing season, 

over 360 million metric tons of maize was grown in the U.S. alone [1]. About 380 million square 

kilometers of land in the U.S. (about 2.5% of total land area in the U.S.) is dedicated to producing 

maize [2]. Annual yield losses due to lodging range from 5 to 20% worldwide [3]. For such a widely 

cultivated crop, this represents a serious loss and can disrupt global food security [4]. Mitigating this 

annual loss could represent a substantial benefit for the world from an economic and humanitarian 

standpoint. Approximately 90 percent of commercially grown maize in the U.S. is dent corn [1]. Dent 

corn is allowed to dry in the field before harvest. Stalks that lodge after drying are said to undergo late 

season stalk lodging. This work will focus specifically on late season stalk lodging in dent corn varieties. 

1.3 A description of maize 

Description of maize anatomy 

Maize stems consist of roughly 4 to 8 sections, called internodes. These sections are separated by 

boundary regions of very dense and hard tissue, called nodes. Internodes and nodes exhibit an 

elliptical cross section in the lower portion of the stem. Internodes that support ears of grain have a 

less regular profile. Nodes regularly exhibit a larger circumference than the internodes they separate.  
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Stalks taper in circumference, becoming gradually narrower from base to tip. Figure 1.1 visualizes the 

typical profile of a maize stem.  

 

Figure 1.1: Profile of a typical maize stem 

Types of tissues present in maize stalks 

Three primary tissues are present in maize stems: rind, pith, and vascular bundles (see Figure 1.2). 

Rind tissue is composed primarily of sclerenchyma cells. Rind tissue has a high cellulose and lignin 

content, giving it its rigid woody texture in late season maize stems. The rind forms the outermost 

protective layer of the stem. The pith is composed of largely of parenchyma cells and fills the center of 

the stem. In late season maize, the pith takes on a foamy, spongy texture. Vascular tissue bundles, 
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composed of xylem and phloem cells, populate the rind in high density and the pith in lower density 

with a steep density gradient in the region forming the rind-pith transition region [5-8]. 

 

Figure 1.2: A typical maize stem section with different tissue regions indicated. The  internode shown was sectioned using a six 

inch silver notched diamond trimsaw blade (800 RPM). The cross section was stained with Alcian Blue and Safranin O. 

Mechanical role of the rind 

The rind makes up the outermost layer of a maize stem. The rind is typically between 1 and 3 

millimeters in thickness in fully mature stems. The rind is responsible for taking up most of the 

compressive and bending stresses the stem experiences and is the primary load bearing tissue of the 

stem. 

Mechanical role of the pith 

The pith does little to directly increase stalk lodging resistance by itself but does have a key 

mechanical role. By acting as a mechanical brace and resisting the ovalization of the internode due to 
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bending loads, the pith helps the internode to withstand buckling [9-11]. The pith is less effective at 

performing this function if there are macrovoids in the tissue matrix. Removing the transverse bracing 

structures (i.e. tissues mechanically analogous to the pith in maize) in grass stems results in the stems 

bending strength being reduced by up to 20% [9]. Similar results were obtained in studies of 

composite foam filled tubes made from engineering materials [12,13]. 

Mechanical role of the vascular bundles 

Within a maize stem, the primary purpose of vascular bundles is not mechanical. However, the 

vascular bundles do strengthen the stem in tension, and several studies have determined that the 

quantity of vascular bundles is positively correlated with various mechanical properties of stalk crops 

[14-16]. 

Mechanical role of nodes 

Nodes are extremely tough, rigid sections on a maize stalk. They are denser and larger in 

circumference than inter nodal tissues to help the stalk handle bending stresses. They also provide 

transverse reinforcement to prevent compressive buckling [17].  

1.4 Prior studies of lodging resistance in maize 

Predominant failure modes in maize 

Three failure predominant modes (i.e. snapping, splitting, and creasing) have been identified in late 

season lodged maize, with creasing failures occurring in over 90% of the studied samples. The creasing 

is a result of brazier buckling (ovalization of the transverse area of a narrow beam under bending 

loads). In naturally lodged maize stems the plant typically fails approximately 1 cm above a node [18].  

Impact of stress concentrators in maize 

The consistent failure location and failure type in lodged maize stems is likely due to geometric and 

material stress concentrators inherent in stems. In particular, failure typically occurs in or near the 
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intercalary meristem. This region exhibits a rough, irregular surface [19], and the stalk also exhibits 

rapid changes in diameter in this region. These features commonly appear in many maize varieties and 

planting/growing conditions [17].  

Determining mechanical properties and lodging resistance 

An ideal tool for determining lodging resistance would possess the following traits:  A quick and simple 

test procedure, an accurate assessment of stem strength (i.e.  typically bending strength), not being 

confounded by environmental factors (i.e. to allow the test to be used in a wide variety of 

environmental settings), and minimizing damage to the stalk (i.e. allowing repeat tests over time of 

the same stalk) [20,21]. 

The most common tests to quantify the lodging resistance of maize stems include counting the 

number of lodged plants at harvest, three-point bending tests, and rind penetration tests. The 

paragraphs below discuss these tests. 

Discussion of historical lodging counts 

Historically, the propensity of any variety of maize to lodge has been measured by a visual count of 

lodged stalks at harvest. This method is simple yet unreliable for determining the lodging resistance of 

a breed as it can be confounded by a variety of environmental factors such as extreme or unseasonal 

weather, disease, or pest damage[3]. Therefore, many data points acquired over several years in 

various locations are required to determine the relative lodging resistance of different maize varieties. 

None the less, lodging counts remain a primary tool used to quantify lodging resistance today [22,23].  

Discussion of three-point bending tests 

Three-point bending tests have been used in various studies to study stem bending strength and 

lodging resistance [24-28]. Robertson et al. emphasized maximizing the span length of maize stems in 

three-point bending tests to accurately measure the bulk properties of the stem. They also 
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emphasized loading the stem exclusively on nodes in three-point bending tests. If an internode is 

loaded, it will undergo local failure at the loading point and cause stem fracture at lower loads than if 

the stem is loaded at the nodes [17]. While three-point bending tests are effective at measuring the 

bending strength of maize stems, they typically require a laboratory setting. This makes them 

unsuitable for high throughput field testing. In addition, three-point bending tests are destructive to 

the stem, complicating follow up testing. 

Discussion of rind penetration tests 

A rind penetration test is conducted by pushing a narrow probe into the rind of a maize stem and 

recording the resistance forces experienced by the probe. Twumasi-Afriyie and Hunter emphasized 

that rind penetrance tests are simple, quick, and non-fatal, making it a very attractive test [21]. Rind 

penetration tests have been shown to be highly correlated with lodging resistance in maize in certain 

studies [29,30]. Other studies showed that rind penetration tests are poorly correlated with lodging 

resistance [31-34]. It has been suggested that the rind puncture test can determine which maize 

varieties are weak to lodging forces but is less able to distinguish between varieties of moderate to 

high lodging resistance [35]. This thesis details a novel application of the rind penetration test to 

improve its effectiveness at identifying high lodging resistance maize stems. 

1.4 Description of the study 

The study presented in the following chapters was performed in hopes of developing a novel method 

of predicting stalk lodging resistance in maize. It was hypothesized that  lodging resistance may be 

determined by performing a novel rind puncture test that traverses the entirety of the minor 

internode diameter of a maize stem and records the load-displacement curve. Geometric and material 

characteristics of the plant could be extrapolated and its lodging resistance (i.e. typically approximated 

as bending strength) could be estimated using a novel section modulus analogue called the Integrated 

Puncture Score (IPS). 
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The first step of the study, presented in chapter 2, was to verify that the novel rind puncture method 

is able to accurately determine the geometry of internodes it is used to examine. The second step of 

the study, presented in chapter 3, was to perform three point bending tests on a set of 1000 stalks, 

use the novel rind puncture method on the failed internode to calculate the IPS, and examine the 

correlation of failure bending stress to the IPS for each failure location. Conclusions regarding the 

ability of the IPS to predict stalk strength are presented in the final section of chapter 3. 

This study only presents findings on stalk lodging resistance for late season (post maturation) stalk 

lodging in dent corn varieties. Neither green snap (stalk lodging before the plant flowering stage) nor 

root lodging was investigated. 
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Chapter 2 – Measurements of Stem Morphology 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter was published as a journal paper in “Plant Methods” [1] with the thesis author as primary 

author. It presents the findings of an exploratory study to confirm that a novel application of the rind 

puncture test is capable of correctly determining the diameter and rind thickness of a maize internode 

along the minor axis.  

While this thesis focuses on lodging in maize, poison hemlock was used in this particular experiment. 

Poison hemlock was selected for this experiment because it is an excellent proxy for maize in regard to 

stem geometry (i.e. for both plants, stem diameter, rind thickness, and internode scale are very 

similar). Maize was not used in this particular experiment because there was limited availability of 

maize stems at the time.  

2.2 Background 

Measurements of stalk or stem diameter and rind thickness are important to physiological, 

biomechanical and ecological plant studies [2-7]. However, these measurements are often labor 

intensive, low throughput, and/or require expensive imaging equipment [8]. Measurements of rind 

thickness in particular typically require either expensive biomedical imaging procedures (e.g., x-Ray 

computed tomography) or destructive sectioning procedures that result in plant fatality (i.e. using 

manual or powered cutting tools) [5,9,10]. As an alternative to these procedures, the authors 

investigated a novel, minimally invasive rind puncture test methodology to measure rind thickness 

and diameter that does not induce plant fatality. The authors hypothesized that the new procedure 

would enable high throughput rates while maintaining measurement accuracy.  

 

Commonly used tools to measure rind thickness and diameter in previous studies include calipers [11-

13], photographic image analysis [14] and X-ray computed tomography [15]. Several methods for 
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indirectly predicting rind thickness have also been presented. For example, correlations have been 

established in sorghum (sorghum bicolor) relating weight and circumference to rind thickness, thereby 

enabling an indirect estimation of rind thickness based on measurements of weight and circumference 

[16]. However, caliper measurements, image analysis, and the weight/circumference methods all 

require destructive and labor intensive sectioning processes that induce plant fatality. X-ray computed 

tomography is capable of generating accurate measurements without inducing permanent damage to 

the plant but has the disadvantage of being impractical for field based measurements. In addition, 

computed tomography requires acquisition of expensive imaging equipment / software and is fairly 

time intensive.  

To evaluate the utility of a novel rind puncture test methodology to measure rind thickness and 

diameter of plant stems several measurement techniques were directly compared and contrasted.  In 

particular, measurements of rind thickness and diameter were acquired using calipers, photographic 

image analysis, and the novel rind puncture test methodology.  The time to complete each 

measurement technique along with its associated cost and accuracy were directly compared to the 

novel rind penetration methodology.   

2.3 Methods 

Description of plant materials studied 

Poison hemlock samples were harvested on the morning of June 22, 2018 in Whitman County, 

Washington. Plants were at flowering stage, without any visible signs of disease. Each stalk was cut 

through the first above ground internode and through the first internode exhibiting a diameter less 

than 7 mm (i.e., all internode samples included in the study had a diameter larger than 7 mm). A total 

of 25 plants were harvested, resulting in 113 internodes total included in the study. Prior to taking any 

measurements each internode sample was marked with a permanent marker to indicate the locations 
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(apical to basal) at which diameter and rind thickness measurements would be taken. All 

measurements and sample preparations (presented below) were accomplished within 24 hours of 

harvesting. All measurements of stalk diameter presented in this work refer to measurements of the 

stalk’s minor diameter (i.e., the minimum diameter of the stalk cross-section). 

Each of the 113 internodes described above was measured using three techniques (calipers, image 

analysis, and the novel rind puncture technique). The techniques are presented below in the same 

chronological order in which the experiments were conducted. 

Caliper measurements of diameter 

Diameter measurements were acquired using a pair of digital calipers. Diameter measurements were 

acquired by placing the jaws of the calipers around the stalk and repeatedly rotating the stalk to 

identify and mark the orientation of the minimum reading (i.e., minor diameter of the cross-section). 

All results were recorded on an electronic spreadsheet. Two technicians measured each internode 

using the same set of calipers. 

Novel puncture technique – tools and setup 

A Universal Testing System (Instron, model # 5944, Norwood MA) was used to puncture the center of 

each internode sample in the direction of the minor cross-sectional axis (i.e., in the direction of the 

minor diameter of the stalk) with a stainless-steel probe. The probe was 2 mm in diameter with a 45-

degree 1 mm chamfer on its end (see Figure 2.1). The probe was displaced at a constant rate of 25.4 

mm/sec until it had completely punctured the stalk and reached a point 5 millimeters below the zero 

plane. The zero plane was defined as the bottom most surface of the stalk being punctured. Figure 2.2 

illustrates the test setup. Data acquisition was accomplished using Bluehill Universal testing software 

(Illinois ToolWorks Inc., Glenview IL). Both displacement and force were measured synchronously at a 

rate of 1000 samples per second. 
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The stalk was supported during testing, as shown in Figure 2.2, by a block support. The block support 

had a small void to accommodate the probe. This prevented the tested internode from being 

displaced vertically, and also prevented it from experiencing bending loads as the puncture test was 

carried out. A schematic of the upper surface of the support is shown in Figure 2.3.  

 

Figure 2.1: Probe tip profile 

 

Figure 2.2: Test setup with probe, stem, and support is  shown. 
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Figure 2.3: The geometry and dimensions of the support block are shown. 

 

Novel puncture technique – test outputs 

A typical force displacement graph from a rind puncture test of a poison hemlock sample in shown in 

Figure 2.4. A cross section of the same sample is shown above the force-displacement curve to 

illustrate the relationship between diameter, rind thickness and features of the force displacement 

graph. A custom automated MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick MA) algorithm (explained in further detail 

below) was developed to identify key points of the force-displacement curve generated during 

puncture testing and to calculate diameter and rind thickness.  
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Figure 2.4:Typical load-displacement curve a puncture test of a poison hemlock sample. Maize samples produce nearly 

identical curves. 

Novel puncture technique – algorithmic determination of morphology 

The diameter was calculated by finding the distance from the point of initial contact (point A in Figure 

2.4) to the zero plane (point D in Figure 2.4). The algorithm identified the point of initial contact using 

thresholding techniques to identify the first instance at which the force became nonzero. The first 

several data points were excluded from this analysis as non-zero forces occur when the probe is first 

put into motion due to inertial effects. After identifying the point of initial contact and the zero plane, 

the midpoint of the data was calculated (i.e., the center of the cross-section or point B in Figure 2.4). 

The rind thickness of the stalk was determined by analyzing the data between the midpoint and the 

zero plane. In particular, the reengagement point (point C in Figure 2.4) was identified using 

thresholding techniques on the second derivative of the force data to determine the point at which 

the force began to rapidly increase. This rapid increase in force was due to the tip of the probe 
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reencountering the rind after traveling through the hollow center of the stalks cross-section. The rind 

thickness was defined as the distance between the reengagement point and the zero plane. 

Caliper measurements of rind thickness 

After rind puncture testing, each internode was cut in half immediately apical of the puncture location 

using a sharp straight edged knife. Calipers were then used to measure the rind thickness. Rind 

thickness measurements were acquired as near to the puncture location as possible (less than 25 mm 

from puncture location for all samples). Two researchers took independent measurements of rind 

thickness using the same set of digital calipers.  

Image analysis – section acquisition 

Each internode sample was then imaged and analyzed in ImageJ to determine the rind thickness and 

diameter. A small cross-sectional sample of the stalk was removed and scanned on an open bed 

scanner. If the sample broke apart or cracked while it was being sectioned, another attempt was made 

to cut an adjacent section. However, if the cross-sectional sample could not be made within 25 

millimeters of the previous puncture and caliper measurements then no image data was collected on 

that internode. 

Image analysis – determination of morphology 

Each cross-sectional sample was placed precisely on the open bed scanner to simplify identification of 

the location of previous caliper measurements of rind thickness and diameter. Scans were then 

acquired at 2400 dots per inch in full color. Images were imported into ImageJ to determine rind 

thickness and diameter. In particular, the ImageJ software was used to determine diameter and rind 

thickness by manually selecting points in the scanned image. The distance between the points was 

computed in units of pixels which were then converted to lengths in millimeters using a conversion 

factor based on the known pixel density of the scanner settings. 
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2.4 Results 

Sample size and essential statistics 

A total of 113 poison hemlock specimens were included in the study. However, 17 fractured while 

trying to extract cross-sectional samples for image analysis. Image analysis results are therefore 

presented for 96 samples, whereas results for the puncture and caliper measurements include all 113 

samples. Summary statistics including the mean, range, standard deviation and variance for 

measurements of diameter and rind thickness are presented in Table 2.1. 

  

  

Diameter Measurements  (mm) Rind Thickness Measurements (mm) 

  

Caliper 

Image 

Analysis  

Puncture 

Method Caliper 

Image 

Analysis 

Puncture 

Method 

Mean 13.78 13.89 14.05 2.37 2.39 2.61 

Range 16.84 15.96 16.42 2.76 2.76 2.97 

Standard 

Deviation  3.17 3.096 3.71 0.6 0.62 0.71 

Variance  10.03 9.59 13.75 0.35 0.39 0.51 

Table 2.1: Summary of statistical features of each measurement data set. 

Interuser variability 

Two researchers measured each plant sample using the same set of digital calipers. The same two 

researchers also performed image analysis on each sample. The interuser variabilities between 

researchers for the diameter measurements with calipers and image analysis were 1.50% and 1.64% 

respectively. For the rind thickness measurements with the same tools, the interuser variabilities were 

7.71% and 8.68% respectively. As the rind puncture tests were machine actuated no interuser 

variability data was available for the puncture test method. 
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Time required to measure samples 

 

Calipers 

Measure diameter  150 min 

Cut internode  150 min 

Measure rind thickness  120 min 

Record measurements  10 min 

Total  430 min 

Image Analysis 

Cut cross sections  450 min 

Scan cross sections 30 min 

Load images into program  20 min 

Calculate rind thickness and diameter  120 min 

Record measurements  10 min 

Total  630 min 

 Rind Puncture Method 

Puncture stalks  60 min 

Data analysis to calculate rind thickness and diameter  5 min 

Total  65 min 

Table 2.2:Comparison of time required to take measurements of diameter and rind thickness with each method. The time 

reported is the time to complete the measurements for all 113 samples in the study. 

The time required to perform each measurement was recorded to enable comparison of each 

methods potential for high throughput phenotyping. Table 2.2 shows a comparison of the time 
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required to prepare samples for measurement and the time required to carry out each step of the 

measurement. 

Agreement between methods 

Linear correlation analysis was employed to compare the results of the three measurement 

techniques employed in this study (i.e., image analysis, caliper measurements and the novel rind 

puncture technique). Table 2.3 shows the coefficients of correlation between each method. The 

average diameter and rind thickness values from the two researchers who took image analysis and 

caliper measurements were used to compute the coefficients of correlation presented Table 2.3. All 

methods showed strong agreement, indicating the ability of the rind puncture method to obtain 

accurate measurements of rind thickness and diameter. 

R2 values between methods – Diameter 

 Caliper Image Analysis 

Puncture Method 0.9939 0.9700 

R2 values between methods – Rind Thickness 

` Caliper Image Analysis 

Puncture Method 0.8623 0.8410 

Table 2.3: Comparison of R2  values between each measurement method. 

2.5 Discussion 

Cost of tools 

Each measurement method used in this study required at least one tool. The caliper method required 

a pair of digital calipers. A representative cost of a pair of digital calipers is $20 to $100. The image 

analysis technique required a computer, a scanner, and software. The cost of the computer and 

scanner together are estimated at $400 to $1,000. The software (i.e. ImageJ) was open source and 
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therefore incurred no cost. The rind puncture method required an Instron universal testing frame, a 

computer, and a MATLAB license. Together, these items cost approximately $50,000. In summary, the 

most expensive method was the rind puncture method by a wide margin, while the least expensive 

was the caliper method. 

Training required 

Training for all three methods took approximately the same amount to time to carry out. For the 

caliper method, a 10-minute demonstration of proper caliper usage was all that was required. For the 

image analysis method, researchers watched a 10-minute video to familiarize themselves with the 

software tools they would be using. For the rind puncture method, training consisted of a 10-minute 

demonstration of the procedure. In other words, each method required approximately 10 minutes of 

training. 

Time to complete measurements 

The total time spent by all researchers in carrying out the various measurements are summarized in 

Table 2.2. The image analysis method was the most time consuming, requiring 630 minutes to 

complete. The most time intensive process for image analysis was sectioning the stalk samples (450 

minutes). The caliper method was the next most time intensive requiring 430 minutes to complete. 

The least time intensive method was the rind puncture method, which required only 65 minutes. It 

should be noted that several automated image analysis algorithms have been presented in the 

literature that could reduce the time to scan and compute stalk diameter and rind thickness [6,7,17-

22]. However, the authors are unaware of any reported high throughput sectioning procedures that 

would reduce time to section stalk cross-sections below the reported 450 minutes required in this 

study. Thus, the rind puncture methods would still be significantly faster even if automated image 

analysis algorithms were employed. 
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Interuser variability 

Inter user variability was measured for the caliper and image analysis methods and was found to be 

small to moderate (< 2% for diameter measurements and < 9% for rind thickness measurements). 

Because a given measurement site can only be punctured a single time, no comparisons of inter user 

variability were made for the puncture method. The authors expect inter user variability for rind 

thickness measurements to be significantly higher when measuring pith filled plant stems as it can be 

difficult to determine the boundary between pith and rind. 

Agreement between methods 

To determine the level of agreement between measurement systems a linear correlation analysis was 

conducted. Each system exhibited coefficients of determination (R2 values) greater than 0.84 (see 

Table 2.3). The high level of agreement between the different methods suggests that any of these 

methods could be used to obtain accurate measurements of rind thickness and diameter. The 

attendant advantages and disadvantages of each method are discussed in the sections below. 

Advantages/disadvantages of caliper measurements 

Calipers are an inexpensive tool. They are easy to obtain and easy to use. They can be used with equal 

ease in a laboratory or in the field. However, their capacity for high throughput measurements of rind 

thickness is limited, making measurements of large sample sets impractical. Calipers would be a 

preferred tool in studies requiring immediate measurements of rind thickness of plant stalks/stems for 

a relatively small sample set (i.e., < 100 samples/user). 

Advantages/disadvantages of image analysis measurements 

The Image analysis method to determine stalk/stem diameter and rind thickness was effective but 

required more sample preparation (i.e. cutting a thin cross section capable of being placed on a 

flatbed scanner) than the other two methods. In this study 15% of the samples (i.e. 17 internodes) 
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were destroyed during sectioning. This method requires tools that are not easily portable to the field, 

limiting this method primarily to laboratory settings. Image analysis would be a preferred method for 

experiments requiring measurements of rind thickness of small to large sample sizes in laboratory 

settings, so long as the samples are easy to section. An added advantage of the image analysis method 

is that it does not requiring contacting the sample. When measuring soft or deformable samples 

caliper readings are highly dependent upon the amount of force the user applies to the sample. Image 

analysis techniques and other non-contact methods are often more suited to measure such samples 

as compared to calipers. 

Another advantage that image analysis techniques exhibit is the permanent, verifiable record of 

sample geometry. Where the other methods examined in this study rely on records of the 

measurements taken, imaging techniques allow for remeasurements and the application of new 

measures to the same sample set. In certain studies, it may be worth the extra time and effort 

required to section and image samples to have such a permanent record of the samples. 

Advantages/disadvantages of the rind puncture method 

The rind puncture method is the only non-lethal method of measuring rind thickness that could 

potentially be used in a field setting. For example, puncture tests are frequently used in field studies of 

maize (Zea mays) and other grasses to assess stalk strength without inducing plant fatality[19]. In this 

study a universal material testing frame / system was used to conduct the puncture tests. Materials 

testing frames are largely immobile and inappropriate for field work. The authors chose to use a 

universal testing frame to validate the puncture test methodology. However, they are currently 

developing a portable handheld device to conduct puncture tests of plant stems and stalks. The 

primary advantage of such a device would be the ability to determine stalk diameter and rind 

thickness in the field without inducing plant fatality. The authors are not aware of any other methods 
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to non-destructively measure rind thickness in a field. In the meantime, laboratory-based puncture 

tests which utilize a universal testing system can offer a high degree of automation, allowing for high 

throughput measurements of rind thickness and diameter. Such tests are best suited for large sample 

sets (> 100 samples). Table 2.4 presents a quantitative summary of each methods advantages and 

disadvantages. The last column of the table presents the average of the R2 values between the given 

technique and the two other methods investigated in the study. 

 
Equipment 

cost 

Training 

Time 

Time to 

measure 

113 samples 

Inter user 

Variability 

Average R2 

(Diameter) 

Average R2 

(Rind 

Thickness) 

Caliper ~ $50 10 min 430 min 1.5% & 7.71% 0.9854 0.8854 

Image 

Analysis 

 ~ $500 10 min 630 min 1.64 & 8.68% 0.9735 0.8748 

Puncture 

Method 

~ $50,000 10 min 65 min Not studied, 

Assumed 

negligible 

0.9820 0.8517 

Table 2.4: Summary of advantages and disadvantages of each measurement system 

Complexity of obtaining accurate rind thickness measurements 

Rind thickness measurements for all methods demonstrated lower R2 values than diameter 

measurements. This was partly due to difficulty associated with identifying the correct plane of 

measurement. For example, for the image analysis and caliper measurements there was uncertainty 

as to what two points should be used to calculate rind thickness when a geometric irregularity in the 

stalk cross-section was at or near the measurement location. Caliper measurements of rind thickness 

were also sensitive to variations in pressure applied by the user.  
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2.6 Conclusions 

The rind puncture technique described here is a viable method to obtain measurements of rind 

thickness and diameter. The method is non-lethal, easy to perform, and has high throughput. It is 

recommended for use in studies with large sample sets. The authors are currently working to develop 

a custom handheld apparatus to allow the novel rind puncture method to be used in field work. 
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Chapter 3 – Generating a Predictive Score 

3.1 Introduction 

Purpose of the chapter 

This chapter presents the method of calculating a quantity called the Integrated Puncture Score (IPS) 

using puncture data obtained from the puncture method described in chapter 2. The algorithm used 

to calculate the IPS is presented. The effectiveness of the IPS for predicting lodging resistance is 

determined experimentally and validated with statistical methods. The remaining sections of this 

chapter have been submitted and are currently under review for publication as a peer reviewed 

journal paper.  A non-peer reviewed preprint of the article can be found at [1] with the thesis author 

as contributing author. 

3.2 Background  

 Stalk lodging (permanent displacement of plants from their vertical orientation) severely reduces 

agronomic yields of several vital crop species including maize.  Yield losses due to stalk lodging are 

estimated to range from 5-20% annually [2,3]. Stalk lodging, as opposed to root lodging, occurs when 

the mechanical stability of the plant is lost due to structural failure of the plant stem [4,5].  

To estimate stalk strength and stalk lodging resistance of large grain crops plant scientist frequently 

utilize rind puncture tests [6–21].  Despite nearly 100 years of research the rind puncture method 

remains virtually unchanged from the time at which it was first introduced to the research community. 

In particular, the method consists of simply measuring the peak penetration force required to insert a 

probe through a plant's rind. The underlying assumption is that the penetration force is related to the 

material properties of the rind tissue which is in turn related to stalk bending strength / lodging 

resistance. Numerous researchers have demonstrated that rind puncture resistance measurements 

correlate with stalk lodging resistance [7,9,10,21,22].   
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However, the rind puncture method has not been widely adopted by breeding programs and it suffers 

from two key limitations. First, although rind penetration measurements have been shown to 

correlate with stalk lodging, the predictive power of the test decreases significantly when measuring 

elite or pre-commercial hybrids thus limiting its utility in late stage breeding trials [21,23,24].  Second, 

using rind penetration measurements as a breeding metric does not necessarily create stronger stalks 

[7,21]. For example, repeated selection for rind penetration resistance has been shown to produce 

stalks with smaller diameters [7]. Stalks with smaller diameters are known to be structurally inferior to 

stalks with larger diameters [24]. Thus, using rind penetration resistance as a selective breeding metric 

can produce stalks with a structurally disadvantageous morphology. In other words, rind penetration 

measurements do not measure or account for cross-sectional geometries or the spatial distribution of 

material stiffness within the plant, both of which are known to be highly correlated with stalk lodging 

resistance [24,25].    

The purpose of this study is to present a methodology for a modified rind penetration measurement 

that addresses these limitations by integrating both the tissue stiffness and the distribution of that 

stiffness into a single measurement called the “Integrated Puncture Score‟.  It is anticipated that the 

new method will enable plant breeders to use rind penetration tests to (1) better assess elite hybrids 

for stalk lodging resistance and (2) be used directly as a selective breeding index to improve stalk 

lodging resistance.   

3.3 Methods  

Experimental materials  

 Two unique sets of maize hybrids were utilized in this study.  The first set of hybrids were selected to 

represent a reasonable portion of maize genetic diversity and morphology.  The second set consisted 

solely of elite commercial hybrids.  The first set was chosen to mimic the type of diversity encountered 
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when conducting diversity panel experiments. The second set was chosen to mimic the type of 

diversity encountered in late stage pre-commercial breeding trials. Hereafter the first set will be 

referred to as the “Diversity Set” and the second set will be referred to as the “Commercial Set”.  

More information about each set of hybrids and the sampling strategy for each set is given below.    

The Diversity Set of maize stalks was chosen to represent a reasonable portion of maize genetic 

diversity and were selected for variation in stem morphology and biomass distribution. The hybrids 

were planted at Clemson University Simpson Research and Education Center, Pendleton, SC in well 

drained Cecil sandy loam soil. The hybrids were grown in a Random Complete Block Design with two 

replications. In each replication, each hybrid was planted in two-row plots with row length of 4.57 m 

and row-to-row distance of 0.76 m with a targeted planting density of 70,000 plant ha-1. The 

experiment was surrounded by non-experimental maize hybrids on all four sides to prevent any edge 

effects. To supplement nutrients, 56.7 kg ha-1 nitrogen, 86.2 kg ha-1 of phosphorus and 108.9 kg ha-1 

potassium was added at the time of soil preparation, and additional 85 kg ha-1 nitrogen was applied 30 

days after emergence. Standard agronomic practices were followed for crop management.  

The Commercial Set of maize stalks consisted of five commercial varieties of dent corn grown during 

the 2013 season at Monsanto facilities in Iowa in a randomized block design which included planting 

densities of 119000, 104000, 89000, 74000, and 59000 plants ha–1 (48000, 42000, 36000, 30000, and 

24000 plants ac –1), two locations, and two replicates.  Additional information about the origin and 

sampling of these stalks can be found in a previous report [24].  

All stalks used for this study were harvested when all the hybrids were either at or past physiological 

maturity (i.e., 40 days after anthesis). Ten competitive plants from each replication were harvested by 

cutting at just above ground level, stripped of all the leaves and ears, and transferred to a forced air 

dryer for drying. Some plots lacked 10 competitive plants and, therefore, the total number of plants 
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evaluated for each hybrid varied slightly. In total, 841 (Diversity Set) and 933 (Commercial Set) fully 

mature, dried maize stalks were used in this study.  All stalks included in the study (from both the 

Diversity and Commercial Sets) were submitted to 3-point bending and rind penetration tests as 

described below.   

3-point bending  

Three-point bending tests were performed on all stalk specimens.  A Universal Testing System (Instron 

Model # 5944, Norwood MA) was used to perform the tests. Stalks were loaded at nodes to avoid 

premature local failure because of cross sectional compression in the weaker internodal regions 

[3,25]. Each stalk was supported on their uppermost and lowermost (apical to basal) nodes.  

Specimens were loaded until failure, and the maximum bending moment was recorded. Load-

displacement data was collected using Bluehill Universal Testing Software (Illinois TookWorks Inc., 

Glenview IL). Further detail on the method can be found in [3,26].  

 Rind puncture testing  

Rind puncture tests were performed on all stalk specimens.  In particular, a Universal Testing System 

(Instron, model # 5944, Norwood MA) was used to puncture the centermost internode of each stalk 

sample in the direction of the minor cross-sectional axis (i.e., in the direction of the minor diameter of 

the stalk) with a stainless-steel probe. The probe was 2mm in diameter with a 45 degree 0.5mm 

chamfer on its end. The probe was lowered until it had completely punctured the entirety of the stalk 

cross-section. Note this is slightly different than a typical rind puncture test. In a traditional rind 

penetration test the probe is typically retracted after reaching the center of the stalk cross-section and 

the maximum force is recorded. In this study synchronous load and displacement data from each 

penetration tests were acquired using Bluehill Universal Testing Software (Illinois TookWorks Inc., 

Glenview IL).  Load displacement data were acquired at a rate of 1000 samples per second and the 

probe was actuated at a rate of 25 mm/s.  Further details on the puncture method and probe 
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geometry can be found in previous studies from our lab [5,20]. For this study the “traditional rind 

puncture measurement‟ was attained by determining the maximum load (i.e. force) that occurred in 

the puncture test prior to the tip of the probe passing the midpoint of the stalk cross-section. The 

Integrated Puncture Score was calculated as described below.  

 Integrated Puncture Score  

The Integrated Puncture Score for each stalk was calculated using a custom Matlab algorithm. The 

algorithm was developed using structural engineering principles and theory that govern the flexural 

response of engineering structures.  In particular the algorithm was designed to simultaneously 

account for the cross-sectional distribution and puncture strength of stalk tissues. The underlying 

theory and mechanics of the algorithm is described below.  

A typical load-displacement curve from a rind puncture test of a maize stalk is shown in Figure 3.1a.  

As shown in Figure 3.1 the penetrating probe makes initial contact with the stalk specimen at (Figure 

3.1a - Point A).  After initial contact the load rapidly increases until the probe penetrates the rind 

tissue (Figure 3.1a - Point B). A rapid decrease in load is observed as the probe begins to enter the pith 

tissues (Figure 3.1a - Point C).  The load maintains a relatively low force as the probe is driven through 

the specimen’s pith (Figure 3.1a - Points C to E).  When the probe engages with the rind tissues on the 

far side of the stalk cross-section the load rapidly increases again (Figure 3.1a - Point E). The tip of the 

probe typically passes the pre-calibrated zero deflection point (i.e., the back side of the stalk cross-

section, Figure 3.1a - Point F), and continues increasing in load until it breaks through the far-side of 

the specimen (Figure 3.1a - Point G).  Note the peak force does not necessarily coincide with the Point 

F. This is due to complex fracture mechanics, rapid crack propagation, and slight deflections of the rind 

tissue that occur during puncturing testing. The Integrated Puncture Score algorithm extracts these 
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points using peak identification and slope thresholding algorithms as described in a previous study 

from our lab [21].  

 

Figure 3.1: (a) A typical force-distribution curve from a rind penetration test; key points on the plot are as follows: Point A - 

entry point, Point b - first peak, Point C - first rind-pith transition, Point D - midpoint, Point E - second rind-pith transition, 

Point F – precalibrated displacement plane (i.e. the backside of the stalk), Point G – second peak. (b) The first half of the graph 

is removed. (c) The displacement values are scaled such that point G occurs at zero displacement. (d) A test specimen with the 

key points labeled. 

Once these points have been identified, the Integrated Puncture Score algorithm performs several 

additional pre-analysis steps, as shown in Figure 3.1b and Figure 3.1c.  First, the midpoint of the stalk 
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cross-section (point D) is defined as lying halfway between Points A and F.  Data from the initial 

contact of the probe with the stalk (Point A) to the midpoint of the stalk cross-section (Point D) is then 

removed.  Second, the data from the midpoint (Point D) to the peak load (Point G) is scaled in the x-

direction such that Point G (the peak load) will coincide with the zero-plane (Point F). Figure 3.1d 

displays a typical stalk cross-section with labeled points corresponding to points A-F in Figure 3.1a, 

3.1b and 3.1c.   

To calculate the Integrated Puncture Score, the scaled data shown if Figure 3.1c are numerically 

integrated to derive a material weighted section modulus analog. A typical material weighted section 

(SE) modulus calculation of a heterogenous material would take the form [26]:  

                                      (1)                 

where E is the tissue modulus of elasticity, and x is the distance of that tissue to the neutral bending 

layer of the structure in question with x having a maximum value denoted as xmax.  A similar approach 

is used to calculate the Integrated Puncture Score. In particular, we calculate the Integrated Puncture 

Score by numerically integrating the curve in Figure 3.1c and using the penetrating force as an 

approximate measure of tissue stiffness or strength. In other words, the penetrating force is weighted 

by the fourth power of the distance to the neutral layer (point D):   

              (2)  

Where the resulting value matches Equation 1 in units of puncture force x length3.  
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Empirical model  

To validate the Integrated Puncture Score as an efficient and appropriate aggregation of the observed 

force curve data, we analyze the same using a functional regression model. The premise, the proposed 

functional regression model holds the form of the Integrated Puncture Score as a special case thus if 

the fitted value of the functional regression model coincides with Integrated Puncture Score then this 

validates it as the best aggregation of the observed information. To this end, let Yi denote the strength 

measurement taken on the ith stalk, for i = 1, ..., m. Further, let Fi(x) denote the corresponding force 

curve at the xth position.  

To relate strength to the force curve we posit the following functional regression model  

               (3)         

Where , for , are homoscedastic mean-zero random errors that are uncorrelated with 

each other,  is an intercept parameter, and  is an unknown functional coefficient; for further 

discussion on functional regression models see Ramsay and Silverman (2007). It is important to note 

that  is an infinite dimensional parameter. Thus, to reduce the dimensionality of the problem, we 

approximate this parameter via B-splines (see Schumaker, 2007); i.e., as  

                                                                   (4) 

 where  is a B-spline basis function and  is the corresponding spline coefficient, for j = 1, ..., J. 

These basis functions are fully determined once a knot sequence and degree are specified; for further 

discussion see Schumaker (2007). For adequate modeling flexibility, in this application we use a knot 

set consisting of 7 interior knots (placed at equally spaced quantiles) and specified the degree to be 3. 

To smoothly estimate the functional coefficient, we use a regularizing penalty; i.e., our objective 

function takes on the form  
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                                             (5)           

where  is the collection of unknown parameters,  is a penalty parameter,  is a 

penalty parameter specific estimator of , and  is the first derivative of . To 212 choose 

the penalty parameter we first note that    

                                                                                                                          (6)      

where , and 

 is a  matrix whose first row and column are all zeros and whose remaining 

entries are given by . Thus, we chose the penalty parameter to be the 

value of  that minimizes the usual Schwartz Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) with the “degrees of 

freedom” being specified as , where   

and  denotes the trace of the matrix   

3.4 Results  

 To test the hypothesis that rind penetration tests predict stalk bending strength, a series of statistical 

analyses were performed.  To formally examine this stated hypothesis, we posit and fit a linear 

regression model where log-rind-puncture-resistance or log-Integrated-Puncture-Score is the 

predictor variable and log-strength is the response variable of interest.  Figure 3.2 depicts the results 

of these linear regressions.  For the Diversity Set, we find that both Integrated Puncture Score (R2 = 

0.67) and RPR (R2 = 0.67) are associated with bending strength.  For the Commercial Set, we find that 

as hypothesized the association with Integrated Puncture Score remains high (R2 = 0.74), but the 

association with traditional rind puncture resistance decreases (R2 = 0.48).  
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Figure 3.2: A linear regression model of log-Strength with log-Integrated Puncture Score (a, c) and log-RPR (b, d). 

A further analysis was conducted to test the assertion that the Integrated Puncture Score is better 

able to distinguish elite hybrids for stalk lodging resistance than tradition rind puncture techniques. In 

particular, we reanalyzed the Diversity Set leaving out the nth weakest percentile, where n was 

allowed to range from 0-80 percent. In other words, the weakest stalks were systematically discarded 

from the analysis and the R2 values between stalk bending strength and each puncture test technique 

were reevaluated.  Figure 3.3 depicts the R2 values of each technique as a function of n (percentile 
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strength).  As seen in Figure 3.3 the Integrated Puncture Score demonstrates a stronger association 

with stalk bending strength especially when only elite specimens (i.e., strong stalks) are included in the 

analysis.  

 

Figure 3.3: R2 values of the regression between log-RPR and log-Integrated Puncture Score with log-bending strength when 

removing the nth weakest percentile of stalks from the Diversity dataset (e.g. when "Percentile" is equal to 30, the linear 

regression is only performed on the strongest 70th percentile of stlaks). Integrated Puncture Score has  stronger correlation 

theatn the traditional rind penetration tests and is more robust when looking at stronger, more elite plants. 

Comparing other metrics to the maximum bending load 

To further establish the relative effectiveness of the Integrated Puncture Score, additional metrics and 

their correlation to the maximum bending moment are presented in Table 3.1. Each R2 value is 

presented for log-log axis scaling between the named variable and the maximum bending moment. No 

variable presented in Table 3.1 had its correlation significantly reduced by using log-log scaling over 

linear scaling.  
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The section modulus correlation, as shown in Table 3.1, was calculated using the formula for section 

modulus[37] for a circle as shown below, with the minor diameter in place of the circle diameter.  

𝑺𝑴 =
𝝅𝒅𝟑

𝟑𝟐
  

The load-displacement curve integral is simply the integral of the entire load-displacement curve (i.e. 

as shown in Figure 3.1a). The IPS-x3, was calculated with the same summation as the Integrated 

Puncture Score, except that all distance weighting was accomplished by raising to the third power 

instead of to the fourth. The IPS outperforms the variables listed in Table 3.1 by a significant margin 

(i.e. by 15.7% in the nearest case). 

Correlation between maximum 
bending moment and measured 

variables.  
Variable R^2  

Rind Thickness 0.2954  

Diameter 0.3014  

Section Modulus  0.3129  

Load-Displacement 
Curve Integral 

0.5729 
 

 
IPS-x3 0.6243  

Table 1.1:Non IPS variables and their correlation with maximum bending moment. Presented for comparison between the IPS 
and related variables. 

Comparison of Integrated Puncture Score to empirical model  

As a point of validation [28], we examine the hypothesis that the Integrated Puncture Score is the best 

way to aggregate the synchronous load-displacement data captured during a puncture test to explain 

strength.  This is evaluated by fitting the functional regression model (which holds the  

Integrated Puncture Score aggregation as a special case) to the strength data. The fitted values (i.e. 

the estimated value of the linear predictor from the functional regression analysis) is then compared 

to the Integrated Puncture Score.  Figure 3.4 depicts the results of Integrated Puncture Score vs. the 

fitted values from the empirical functional regression analysis.  It is found that the fitted values from 
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the empirical model and the Integrated Puncture Score are highly correlated for both the Diversity Set 

(R2 = 0.92) and the Commercial Set (R2 = 0.94), which suggest two findings.  First, the Integrated 

Puncture Score captures the features of the load-displacement curve that most closely relates to the 

bending strength of the specimen.  Second, this relationship does not seem to be sensitive to the data 

set used, i.e. Integrated Puncture Score accurately captures the correct features for both a wide array 

of hybrids as well for elite hybrids.  

 

Figure 3.4: Scatter plot of the Integrated Puncture Score vs. fitted values arising from the empirical model for the Diversity Set 

(left) and the Commercial Set (right) of maize stalks. 

Integrated Puncture Score can Differentiate the Strength of Hybrids   

To test the hypothesis that Integrated Puncture Score can differentiate the bending strength of 

hybrids, a series of statistical analyses were performed on the data.  Figures 3.5 and 3.6 provide a 

depiction of the variation (via boxplots) in bending strength by hybrid type.  As expected, these figures 

indicate substantial variation in bending strength across hybrids for the Diversity Set, and minimal 

variation in bending strength across hybrids for the Commercial Set.  
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Figure 3.5: Boxplots of stalk bending strength of the Diversity Set, by hybrid. 

 

Figure 3.6: Boxplots of stalk bending strength of the Commercial Set, by hybrid. 

Tables 3.2 through 3.6 summarize the findings of this analysis. In particular, these tables display the 

ANOVA results as obtained from the anova function in R; which present the usual sequential sums of 

squares, where p-values are for the tests that compare the models against one another in the order 

specified. From these results we find that hybrid type and plot are highly significant for log-strength 

for the Diversity Set. It should be noted that the plot variable describes the specific mesocosm, 

including location of planting, location within the field, and planting density.  These findings indicate 
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that there are significant genetic (i.e., hybrid type) and mesoscale (i.e. plot) effects that are still not 

captured with either Integrated Puncture Score or RPR.  Standard model diagnostics (e.g., residual 

plots, QQ-plots, etc.) were conducted to assess the validity of each of these models.  

     Df    Sum Sq  Mean Sq  F-statistic  P-value  

Integrated Puncture Score  1  353.86  353.86  2954.647  < 2.2e-16  

Hybrid  49  62.79  1.28  10.6994  < 2.2e-16  

Plot  48  24.26  0.51  4.2204  < 2.2e-16  

Residual  742  88.87  0.12        

Table 3.2: ANOVA analysis of Integrated Puncture Score, hybrid, and plot predicting bending strength, Diversity Set. 

     Df    Sum Sq  Mean Sq  F-statistic  P-value  

RPR  1  355.43  355.43  2418.795  < 2.2e-16  

Hybrid  49  40.93  0.84  5.6838  < 2.2e-16  

Plot  48  24.38  0.51  3.4571  4.38E-13  

Residual  742  109.03  0.15        

Table 3.3: ANOVA analysis of RPR, hybrid, and plot predicting bending strength, Diversity Set. 

      Df    Sum Sq  Mean Sq  F-statistic  P-value  

Integrated Puncture Score  1  122.978  122.978  3682.539  < 2.2e-16  

Hybrid  4  2.998  0.75  22.446  < 2.2e-16  

Plot  92  12.262  0.133  3.991  < 2.2e-16  
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Residual  835  27.885  0.033        

Table 3.4: ANOVA analysis of Integrated Puncture Score, hybrid, and plot predicting bending strength, Commercial Set 

     Df    Sum Sq  Mean Sq  F-statistic  P-value  

Integrated Puncture Score  1  80.011  80.011  1271.764  < 2.2e-16  

Hybrid  4  2.937  0.734  11.6703  3.16E-09  

Plot  92  30.643  0.333  5.2942  < 2.2e-16  

Residual  835  52.532  0.063        

Table 3.5: ANOVA analysis of RPR, hybrid, and plot predicting bending strength, Commercial Set 

3.5 Discussion   

Results indicate that the Integrated Puncture Score methodology provides several advantages as 

compared to the traditional rind penetration technique.  In particular, as hypothesized, the Integrated 

puncture score is better able to distinguish the bending strength of elite hybrids as compared to the 

traditional method. One key improvement is that the Integrated Puncture Score method accounts for 

the cross-sectional distribution and puncture strength of various structural materials within the stalk 

cross-section.  The traditional rind penetration method only accounts for the puncture force and is 

largely unaffected by gross geometric features of the stalk. However, gross geometric features are 

known to be principal determinants of stalk bending strength (e.g., the stalks section modulus, 

diameter, rind thickness etc.)[29,30].  In fact, prior research indicates that using traditional rind 

penetration tests as a breeding metric produces stalks with smaller diameters [7].  This is because the 

method does not properly account for the cross-sectional distribution of the stalks structural 

materials.     
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While the Integrated Puncture Score is a better predictor of stalk bending strength than the traditional 

rind penetration tests the method does have some drawbacks. For example, the Integrated Puncture 

Score is slightly more damaging to the plant as it requires puncturing through the entirety of the stalk 

cross-section as opposed to just half of the stalk cross-section. Additionally, a larger diameter probe 

made of high strength steel is required when utilizing the Integrated Puncture Score method to 

prevent the probe from bending or breaking.  The method also requires collection of synchronous 

load-displacement data. Currently there are no field based phenotyping devices capable of collecting 

synchronous load-displacement data from puncture tests. The authors are currently working to 

develop such a device to enable Integrated Puncture Score measurements to be taken on live plants in 

the field. This would prevent the need to transport stalks to a laboratory for testing as was done in this 

study.    

Several alternative approaches of analyzing the synchronous load-displacement data from a stalk 

puncture test were investigated as a part of this study.  These included metrics such as the slope and 

size of different regions of the load-displacement curve, the area under different regions of the curve, 

and several adaptations of the Integrated Puncture Score equation.  Most of these metrics were 

partially informed by engineering theory. However, from a structural engineering standpoint the most 

appropriate way in which to relate the load-displacement data from a puncture test to bending 

strength is by means of the Integrated Puncture Score.  Indeed the predictive ability of the Integrated 

Puncture Score outperformed any other amalgamation of load-displacement data the authors could 

construe. Nonetheless to further examine the possibility of an alternative yet superior method of 

utilizing load-displacement data from a puncture test to predict bending strength an empirical 

functional regression analysis was conducted.  The resulting empirical model was highly correlated (R2 

> 0.90) with the Integrated Puncture Score. These results suggest that neither empirical nor 

phenomenological relationships are more associated with the bending strength of stalks than pure 
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engineering theory (i.e., the Integrated Puncture Score). This in turn suggests that future research 

should focus on improving the physical setup of puncture tests and on minimizing sources of 

measurement error as opposed to attempting to improve the analysis and/or post processing of 

puncture test data.   

Several improvements may yet be realized with respect to the experimental setup of stalk puncture 

tests.  For example, in this study a chamfered probe geometry was employed as it was shown to work 

well in previous studies [6,21].  However, it remains to be determined if an alternative probe 

geometry may provide a better relationship with stalk bending strength.  In addition, the puncture 

rate (i.e., speed of the penetrating probe) was held constant in current study.  While it is commonly 

accepted that the puncture rate affects test results no detailed studies have been conducted to 

determine what puncture rate may be most appropriate. Future studies should be careful to publish 

the probe geometry and puncture speed utilized in the study.  

In addition, parametric analyses which simultaneously vary both puncture rate and probe geometry 

are needed.  Because the puncture rate was held constant in the current study, it remains unclear if 

the Integrated Puncture Score works best by integrating the force-displacement (work) or the time-

displacement (energy) data curve.  In summary, the experimental setup of puncture tests should not 

be overlooked and should continue to be investigated and improved in the future. Previous studies 

into the biomechanics of stalk lodging have revealed non-intuitive confounding factors that can 

hamper experimental measurement efforts [31–33] and similar non-intuitive factors may affect 

puncture test results.  

While the Integrated Puncture Score is strongly related to stalk bending strength, it should be noted 

that any puncture test is simply unable to simultaneously account for all determinants of stalk bending 

strength. For example, the Integrated puncture score accounts for cross-sectional distribution of 
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structural material within the stalk but it does not account for how the material may be distributed 

longitudinally along the length of the stalk.  Previous studies have demonstrated the importance of 

longitudinal tissue distribution (i.e., stalk taper) and that many genotypes exhibit structurally 

inefficient tapers [34]. Additionally, other studies have indicated geometric features known as stress 

concentrators can significantly affect stalk bending strength [29].  Neither geometric stress 

concentrators nor the efficiency of the stalk taper is accounted for by a single puncture test.  Also of 

note is that puncture tests do not induce natural loading patterns on plants and therefore do not 

produce natural stalk lodging failure pattern in large grain crops [35].  For example, when maize plants 

stalk lodge they exhibit a distinct creasing failure that occurs just above the node [35,36]. The most 

accurate devices for phenotyping stalk lodging resistance should ideally induce natural loads and 

failure patterns.   Additionally, results from this study indicated that genotype and environment 

significantly related to the bending strength of stalks even after accounting for the Integrated 

Puncture Score.   

Limitations  

Inherent to Integrated Puncture Score formulation is the assumption that the maize stem is circular 

and symmetrical about Point D, with a diameter equal to the measured minor diameter of the stalk. 

Although maize stems are elliptical, previous work has shown that the major and minor diameters are 

highly correlated [12].  As such, the major diameter can be reasonably approximated by the minor 

diameter multiplied by a constant.  Substituting this into the elliptical section modulus equation 

causes it to reduce to the equation for the section modulus of a circle multiplied by a constant. 

However, constants have no effect on linear regression analyses. We therefore chose not to include 

the constant term in our analyses and simply utilized the equation for the section modulus of a circle 

when formulating Equation 2.  
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 All puncture test methodologies used for assessing lodging resistance are based on the assumption 

that the plant’s fracture mechanics in the transverse direction are somehow related to the tissue 

properties of the plant in the longitudinal direction [33].  However, a full mechanistic investigation 

into the exact relationship between the transverse fracture mechanics and the longitudinal elastic 

tissue properties of plants is required to more deeply understand the governing physics of this 

phenotyping approach.  Such an investigation would allow researchers to better understand how 

parameters like probe geometry, probe speed, and stem morphology, and different plant and tissue 

types would affect the results, thereby enabling researchers to optimize these parameters for their 

specific application.  

In the current study the Integrated Puncture Score was utilized to predict stalk bending strength.  

However, other scientists have shown that puncture tests may also be a viable manner in which to 

phenotype for pest and disease resistance [8,38]. Future studies should investigate the relationship 

between pest and disease damage (e.g., stalk rot diseases) and features of the load-displacement data 

curve produced during puncture tests of maize stalks.  

 3.6 Conclusions  

The ability for plant breeders and agronomists to perform high-throughput phenotyping of 

stalk strength and stalk lodging resistance is still lacking.  The first step in developing such a 

phenotyping program is to develop the testing protocol.  The Integrated Puncture Score presented in 

this study strongly predicts stalk strength.  To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study 

to examine the entire rind penetration load-displacement curve, using the richness of the dataset to 

produce a physics-informed numerical score for stalk strength.  Additionally, the strong agreement 

between the Integrated Puncture Score and the empirical model supports the claim that the 

presented method provides reasonable results.  The Integrated Puncture Score can also differentiate 
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between elite hybrids, potentially providing plant breeders with tools for phenotypic differentiation 

late in the breeding process.  
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Chapter 4 – Future Work and Conclusions 

4.1 Introduction 

While the Integrated Puncture Score shows promise as a breeding metric for identifying high lodging 

resistance breeds of maize, there is more work to be done. A portable device capable of performing 

the novel puncture method described in chapter 2 in a field setting must be developed. Additionally, 

the test procedures could be improved. This chapter presents several directions that further research 

into the Integrated Puncture Score could proceed. 

4.2 Developing a device for field research 

The Integrated Puncture Score was developed with the idea of identifying high lodging resistance 

maize hybrids in breeding studies. This will require the use of the Integrated Puncture Score in high 

throughput field measurements. The testing equipment used in this study is unsuitable for field work. 

Before these measurements can be used in the field, a new device must be developed.  

Ideally, a device developed to determine the Integrated Puncture Score of maize stems in the field 

would be: handheld, light enough to use continuously for several hours, robust enough to withstand 

travel and exposure to dust and dirt, be tested against laboratory measurements to verify accuracy 

and constancy, and intuitive to use (i.e. so that field researchers can use it correctly with minimal 

training or technical background). 

Developing a device as described above will require substantial time and effort. However, it is the 

natural next step in applying the Integrated Puncture Score to practical studies. By applying the 

Integrated Puncture Score in the field, further validation of the metric can be obtained by comparing 

the field measurements of the Integrated Puncture Score with the visual lodging counts of the studied 

plots over time. Then the Integrated Puncture Score can be confidently used as a predictive measure 

of maize lodging resistance. 
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4.3 Improving the testing method 

The Integrated puncture score is highly correlated with the empirical model presented in chapter 3. 

This suggests that the Integrated Puncture Score extracts most of the data pertinent to the lodging 

resistance of a sample from its associated load-displacement curve. While this affirms the accuracy of 

the Integrated Puncture Score as generated from the load displacement curve, there are possible ways 

that the load displacement curve itself might be enhanced by improving our test equipment and 

procedures. The following paragraphs detail several possible ways to enhance the rind puncture 

method. 

Determining the optimal probe tip geometry 

In a puncture test, probe geometry has a strong effect on the quality of the results. Before collecting 

data for this study, exploratory tests on several probe geometries (i.e. sharp probes, flat tipped 

probes, and chamfered probes) were carried out. The chamfered probe was selected for use due to its 

advantages over the others as presented in the following paragraphs. However, it is unclear if this 

probe geometry is the most optimal for rind puncture tests. Determining the optimal probe geometry 

for rind puncture tests is difficult because optimal probe geometry is dependent on many interrelated 

factors and is possibly species dependent. The following paragraphs present the results of the 

exploratory tests and the reasoning by which the selected probe geometry was chosen. 

Probe with sharp tipped end condition 

Figure 4.1 shows the results of a puncture test carried out with a sharp probe. The sharp probe slides 

between the fibrous elements of the stem, and subsequently displaces stem tissues perpendicularly to 

the probe axis of travel. This causes the displaced tissues to exert a strong compressive force on the 

surface of the probe as it punctures through the stem.  The data obtained by this method does 

indicate a diameter and rind thickness but is very hard to analyze algorithmically. Additionally, the 
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probe does not interact with both the fibrous and connective tissues in the rind, and therefore does 

not give any indication of the bulk properties of the rind tissue. These disadvantages disqualified sharp 

tipped probes for use in the current study. 

 

Figure 4.1: Sharp tipped probes are not recommended for the novel puncture method due to the difficulty of analyzing the 

resulting curve and the large friction effects. 

Probe with flat tipped end condition 

Figure 4.2 shows the results of a puncture test carried out with a flat tipped probe. The probe 

simultaneously interacts with fibrous and connective tissues in the rind as it punctures the stem. This 

results in a void in the rind tissue. Therefore, the flat tipped probe experiences much less frictional 

resistance than the sharp tipped probe throughout the test. The data obtained by the flat tipped 

probe is relatively easy to analyze algorithmically, and the shape of the graphed data corresponds to 

the material organization of the stem cross section. However, the flat tipped probe tends to skate 

along the rounded, uppermost surface of the stem being measured for between one to three 

millimeters (i.e. the tip of the probe would bend one to three millimeters away from its horizontal 

orientation) before finally puncturing through the surface of the material. This results in the tip of the 
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probe taking a nonlinear path through the tissue. Determinations of rind thickness and diameter from 

such tests exhibit a large degree of error. In some of these tests, the probe is permanently deformed 

as a result of this phenomenon. Additionally, Figure 4.3 shows how the flat tipped probe may have 

large error in rind thickness measurements. Because of the interaction of the relatively wide probe 

surface and the concave surface of the inner rind, a flat tipped probe will tend to overpredict the rind 

thickness of samples. This effect is more marked for smaller diameter specimens. These disadvantages 

disqualified flat tipped probes for use in the current study. 

 

Figure 4.2: Flat tipped probes reliably produce an easy to analyze curve, but do not outperform the chamfered-tipped probes. 

 

Figure 4.3: This diagram presents the cause of the consistent overprediction of the rind thickness by a flat tipped probe. The 

scale of this diagram has been altered to more clearly present the geometrical interactions of probe and rind. 
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Probe with chamfered end condition 

All puncture data collected for this study was obtained using a chamfered probe. In nearly all 

considerations, it behaves like flat tipped probe, but it does not have the same tendency to skate 

along the stem surface because the leading surface a has smaller area than the flat tipped probe. 

Additionally, chamfered probes do not tend to overpredict rind thickness as a flat tipped probe would 

due to the lower area of the leading surface. These advantages lead to the selection of chamfered 

tipped probes for the current study. 

Determining optimal probe size 

In general, a probe intended to puncture maize or sorghum should be between 1 to 2.5 millimeters in 

diameter. This scale allows the probe to interact with between 2-5 major fibers as it punctures 

through the rind. This is important because without major fiber interactions, the probe will not 

experience the true puncture resistance of the rind. This scale is also small enough that the entire 

leading surface of the probe will impact the rind at approximately the same instant.  

The larger a probe is, the stiffer it will be. In exploratory tests, it was determined that maximizing the 

stiffness of the probe is desirable to reduce the probability of deflection occurring as the probe 

leading surface makes initial contact with the rounded surface of the sample. Therefore, a probe 

should be made from the stiffest available materials and should have as large a diameter as possible 

without sacrificing effectiveness (i.e. without being so large that the leading surface does not impact 

the rind all at once). 

Determining optimal probe travel rate 

One factor that complicates many studies of biological tissues is that biological tissues exhibit 

viscoelastic properties. This suggests that the puncture test used to determine the Integrated 

Puncture Score of a maize sample could produce varied results based on the rate of travel of the 
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probe. Further study is required to determine the significance of the effect of the rate of travel of the 

probe. If the effect is significant, the optimal range of probe travel rates for calculating the Integrated 

Puncture Score should be determined. 

Determining the optimal range of instrument sample rates 

While the 1000hz sample rate of the instruments used in this study provides good resolution data for 

analysis, a study into the effects of sample rate on Integrated Puncture Score accuracy may provide 

interesting results. Determining the upper threshold of instrument sample rate that produces 

incremental gains in Integrated Puncture Score accuracy and the lower threshold of instrument 

sample rate that produces an accurate calculation of the Integrated Puncture Score may be useful. 

This information could be used to inform the development of field ready devices to ensure that field 

measurements are valid. 

Study of lodging resistance in other plant species 

Many other plants that are grown on an industrial scale could benefit from a lodging resistance 

measurement like the Integrated Puncture Score (e.g. sorghum, bamboo, sugar cane, etc.). Further 

research is needed to determine how the Integrated Puncture Score could be applied to other species. 

Certain alterations to the calculation of the Integrated Puncture Score may be required to account for 

unique plant species geometry and structure.   

4.4 Conclusions 

The Integrated Puncture Score has been shown to be effective at predicting the lodging resistance of 

maize samples in laboratory settings. Further development is needed to bring this technology to the 

field for further testing, and so that it may be utilized for its intended purpose (i.e. to allow maize 

studies and breeding programs to identify lodging resistance strains of maize). Further research may 
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lead to improvements in testing procedures and equipment. The Integrated Puncture Score may be 

expanded to predict lodging resistance in other plant species with further study. 

 

    

 


